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1 Introduction 

The perspectives for exploitation of the results of ACTORS projects largely relies on the possibility of 

developing set of tools that supports a radically different approach to embedded system 

programming: the dataflow based approach. This deliverables start with a brief analysis of current 

markets for EDA and ESL tools with a particular attention to how innovative tools can be introduced 

and how they can satisfy the market needs that with the arrival of multicore heterogeneous 

platforms gets more and more heterogeneous. This fact increases the variety requirements and 

demands that need to be satisfied thus enlarging the opportunities for exploitations. 

2 A Brief Market Study for EDA and ESL 

 

2.1 Opportunities in the embedded engineering market (EDA) 

 

The central challenge in the engineering of modern embedded systems is the increasingly parallel 

nature of the implementation platforms, which itself is a consequence of the fact that the speed of 

sequential machines is no longer significantly increasing over time. Building system on these parallel 

computing substrates requires an entirely new set of technologies, from tools, to engineering 

methodologies, to intellectual approaches. The pioneering and innovative technologies developed in 

the ACTORS project are aiming at addressing some of the core problems in building parallel 

embedded systems. Particularly they address the initial steps of the design flow, steps that are 

currently not well formalized and supported by CAD tools as the "lower" steps of the flow that from 

common SW and HDL languages goes down to executable and RTL code and below.  

 

Hidden opportunity for 

commercial software 

solution providers 

 

Figure 1: The TMESE "Iceberg" 
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VDC Research, a leading embedded market analysts group, estimates the Total Market for Embedded 

Software Engineering (TMESE) of more than $25 billion worldwide. Their “iceberg model” (cf. Figure 

1) exhibits engineering labor spend as a substantial piece of this market size. As this segment is much 

larger than spending on commercial software and tools, it represents great market opportunity for 

vendors who provide solutions able to improve time-to-market and reduce development costs. 

The functionality and interconnectivity now expected from embedded devices/systems has 

accelerated the growth in processing requirements needed to enable more advanced features: 

advanced user interfaces, 3D imaging, video capabilities and other data communication intensive 

processing. 

As a result, embedded hardware and systems become more parallel and heterogeneous. Firstly, 

FPGA, especially FPGA with CPU core number of units will grow at 9,3% (25% in some markets). 

Systems-on-Chip (SoC) are everywhere (multicores, GPU, FPGA-based systems). But the most 

important change will be the huge adoption of multicore processors. Nevertheless, the cost of the 

migration from a software paradigm (sequential) to another (parallel) seems to be a barrier for a 

majority of OEMs. VDC survey reveals most engineers admit that do not have the required skills for 

programming such parallel processors. Therefore new approaches providing the desired high level 

abstraction supports might have a great potential to cover this need.  

 

Multicore components and tools market represents more than $200 million in 2009 and will grow at 

a compound annual rate greater than 30% per year through 2012. 

 

According to VDC research, Embedded Market Intelligence Service 2010, embedded engineers main 

challenges are the multiplicity of target architectures, software complexity and time-to-market 

pressure. There is a large diversity of embedded computing and several of specific needs according to 

the vertical market addressed. Consequently, it might be argued that we will assist more to a 

“verticalization” and less to a horizontal business for software and tools solutions, but a strong need 

of tools, protocol support and middleware for application-specific packages and customization. 

 

Figure 2: Embedded Software and Tools Market forecasts. 
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In a nutshell, the major trends and drivers for embedded software and tools that have been 

identified by VDC study are the following: 

- Increasing complexity of systems/devices as well as related software 

- The need for virtualization and multi-OS for managing complex systems due to embedded/RTOS 

latencies and costs 

- Engineers prefer Integrated Development Environments than separate tools and there is a big 

trend toward tool suites made on the Eclipse open platform. Competitors can then provide 

various solutions with less training needs 

- A “verticalization” of systems and boards providers that must add more software and tools for 

helping exploiting their platforms (share leaders of development tools are ARM and Intel/Wind 

River. Intel has acquired both the leader in Linux-based RTOS Wind River and the leader of 

multicore programming tools RapidMind) 

- Less growth in revenues from product licenses than from professional services, 

maintenance/support and customization (around 50% of responders are ready to pay more for 

services such as technical support, application field engineer or design customization) 

- Hybrid multiprocessing methodologies increasing 

- Need for standards in order to manage multicore programming issues 

- Need for sophisticated multicore programming tools 

- Pressure on the certification for safety-critical software (a real problem in the case of multicore-

based systems) 

 

On the other side, major inhibitors are: 

- Complexity of multicore programming and perceived inadequate level of maturity of available 

software and tools 

- OEMs are reluctant to invest in new seat licenses due to the 2009 global recession 

- Perceived insufficient/non-mature software development tools (the only providers of 

modeling/code generation tools such as Adacore or IBM Rational that are “not too small” actors 

in this market do not provide parallel programming solutions)  

 

Considering these elements ACTORS dataflow approach has a good potential to answer market 

expectations for the following multiplicity of reasons: 

- CAL is a good candidate for enhancing both multicore and FPGA development efficiency because 

of the intrinsic parallel programming model. 
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- The well-defined model of computation of CAL associated to the code synthesis capabilities 

demonstrated by ACTORS project can ensure the functional safety of the produced embedded 

code  

- MPEG RVC-CAL (a subset of CAL) is already an international standard language for the 

multimedia market segment and can be extended to other domains 

- ACTORS has built as an Eclipse tool suite and on an open-source basis a large part of his tools 

supporting CAL analysis and design as well as code synthesis. 

- Enables third-party Intellectual Properties exchange, facilitate complex supply chain 

management 

 

So the conclusion drawn by VDC Research saying : “As a result of the continued growth in 

development challenges facing engineering organizations –combined with the incessant time-to-

market pressures –we expect that engineers will increasingly look for commercial solutions that can 

speed their time to market and reduce their total cost of development. In particular, we expect these 

forces to drive greater collaboration between embedded software and hardware ecosystem 

participants that can help streamline OEM development and offer improved performance 

optimizations”, is greatly encouraging for exploring innovative exploitation results that may differ 

from the classical CAD tools commercialized today. 

 

2.2 Opportunities in electronic system level market 
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Indeed, in the same way as software-hardware co-design is becoming a problem for OEMs with the 

apparition of FPGA+CPU architectures, software development is becoming the most important 

problem on the semiconductor industry as explained by the figure from the International Technology 

Roadmap for Semiconductors, annotated by Gary Smith (ex-Gartner) from GarySmith EDA (cf. Figure 

3). This figure also explains how new Electronic Design Automation (EDA) technologies can reduce 

the overall SoC design costs. 

The solution for the semiconductor vendors is to use higher level of abstractions to design their 

system before partitioning the hardware and the software part. From the early 2000’s several tools 

have emerged for supporting this system level approach, segment named Electronic System Level. 

Gary Smith, the reference analyst for the EDA market has presented a snapshot of the status and 

direction of ESL design methodology at the Design and Verification Conference (DVCon 2010) in San 

Jose, California. According to him “The Parallel Processing tool market remains open for all vendors”. 

 

 

Figure 3: ITRS Roadmap 2009 : Impact of Design Technology on SoC Consumer Portable 
Implementation Costs (millions of $) - (Source : GarySmithEDA) 
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ESL market is nowadays made of two killer applications “down” which are: 

- High Level Synthesis of HDL code (which is quite mature and leaded by Mentor Graphics’ 

CatapultC tool) 

- Virtual prototyping of platforms for early software development : Synopsys has bought almost 

everyone 

 

In the emerging tools category, three new promising applications can be listed: 

- Architect’s Workbench (architecture exploration and performance analysis): The MathWorks 

(Matlab, Simulink), Mentor Graphics and Cofluent are working on it 

- Thin virtualization because “ RTOS is far too fat for on-chip applications, so we need to thin it to 

support many-core design and its associated hardware accelerators” 

- “The third is embedded software automation (ESA), a term coined by Mentor’s Wally Rhines,” 

said Smith. “Up to ten new tools may be needed for this task, and some of them will be ESL killer 

apps.” 

 

 

Figure 4: Annual ESL revenue (Source : GarySmithEDA) 
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Finally, Gary Smith concludes: “Then there are the software developers. If we can get them up to 

$40K per seat [with new ESA tools and methodologies], there would be an $8B ESL market. The fear 

of free software development tools is receding because the software guys haven’t figured out the 

parallel processing problem. Multicore software development tools are going to be very different 

from the single-processor software development tool. The new tools are not going to be a free 

download.” 

Therefore an integrated version of ACTORS CAL tools for CAL SW development and runtime code 

synthesis could provide one complete and adequate response to the multiple parallel programming 

and hardware-software co-design challenge of new platform generation. 

 

The global revenue for EDA summed up to $1307.0 million in the third quarter of 2010, according to 

the EDA Consortium (EDAC) Market Statistics Service (MSS). The revenue was up 11.9 percent over 

the third quarter of 2009. 

 

Figure 5: The ESL killer applications and their market shares (Source: GarySmithEDA) 
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Among the most notable increases Computer-Aided Engineering (which ESL belongs to) and 

Semiconductor Intellectual Properties can be noticed. It confirms that system level solutions are one 

of the key drivers of today’s electronic tools market. 
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3 Perspectives for exploitations 

 

For a successful exploitation business case, several application domains and platforms should be 

covered as explained above. Informal talks with system level EDA tool suppliers suggest that it is 

fundamental to define how to set up interfaces and tool chains that are sufficiently general to justify 

the investment to develop new commercial tools based on the results of ACTORS project. The more 

promising approach seems to be targeting vertical markets. 

 

 
 

 

VERTICAL MARKETS THAT CAN BE TARGETED AND ARCHITECTURE OF THE TOOL ENVIRONMENT: 

The ACTORS approach leads to a tool structure that is composed by an architecture independent 

language capable of specifying the application by means of a dataflow program written in CAL, a set 

of tools supporting the CAL transformation stage, the partitioning and mapping on components and 

the synthesis of a runtime, for different architectures.  

Hence, the combination of tools and the respective methodology has the potential to be applicable 

to a wide range of applications in different industry sectors. Under such a scenario, the market could 

then be divided in a single front end tool, a partition tool with a library of different heuristic 

algorithms and several back end tools for different architectures. This very much resembles the 

Figure 6: Simplified embedded systems value chain 
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structure of modern compilers, but on a much larger scale. In such an environment, the front end 

language will move to center of the stage and become highly attractive as a commercial tool, which is 

not the case today.  

From an "application" supplier point of view the current key issue is the ability to create new design 

flows supported by sufficiently complete libraries that are populated by efficient tools to program 

the new distributed architectures (multicores, mixed FPGA/processor architectures, heterogeneous 

platforms, ….) with specific applications. The availability of a model of computation that proves to be 

efficient for an important embedded application domain (video coding in ISO/IEC for instance 

providing the main state of the art codecs in generically optimized CAL form) and of a tool chain 

addressing a variety of architectures is a key step towards productivity enhancement in each 

application domain and the main idea of exploitation strategies. Other embedded vertical markets 

such as automotive/transportation, consumer electronics, industrial automation, medical devices, 

military/aerospace, mobile phones, telecom/datacom could be addressed if appropriate support of 

dataflow libraries could be available. 

VDC Research reports that 2009 global recession has affected mainly Europe and American markets, 

less Asia-Pacific ones. In the same way telecommunications and mobile had some trouble but 

markets such as medical portable devices were and will be growing because of aging population and 

decentralized care. We can also notice that consumer electronics and mobile phones markets slowly 

switch to Asia-Pacific whereas military and medical markets are still mainly supplied by western 

embedded companies. 
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4 Tools Details : 

 

- Synopsys: 

Synphony is an integrated development environment developped and sold by Synopsys. It allows 

designers for building high quality design for FPGA and ASIC thanks to advanced tools enabling rapid 

exploration of performance, power, and area. Synphony High-Level Synthesis (HLS) tools provide an 

efficient path from algorithm concept to silicon and enable greater design and verification 

productivity.  

The core technology used relies on C/C++ to Gates synthesis tools and SystemC modelisation for 

verification purpose. Synphony is also supporting use of C/C++ languages or IP model libraries and 

offers several features such as creating optimized RTL and testbenches for ASIC and FPGA, FPGA-

based and virtual prototyping, and for verification using C or RTL. 

This IDE is useful for developing applications targeted on both FPGA and ASIC and, according to 

customers, provides a new mean of work which contributes to answer to the constant reduction of 

time allocated to development step. Moreover, it allows for handling more complex applications for 

FPGA and ASIC ensuring building ‘valid by construction’ designs. Synopsys offer is completed by a set 

of tools : Innovator, PA/Virtual Platform, CoMET and METeor which allows for Virtual prototyping i.e. 

develop, debug and validate software code. 

Nevertheless, the complete offer doesn’t allow for automatic SW/HW design space exploration and 

partitioning the application on different heterogeneous multicore processing units. 

 

- Mentor Graphics : 

Mentor Graphics offer in ESL market is composed of two complementary tools: Vista and Catapult C 

Synthesis. These tools constitute an advance and powerful environment for system on chip 

development. All the steps of today’s SoC design are covered such as HW architecture design, 

analysis and verification, and SW virtual prototyping. So, system architects and SoC designers are 

now able to make viable decisions in the early steps of the development process and can provide 

new means to hardware and software designers for validating their modules. 
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Mentor Graphics offer concept relies on the fact that hand-written RTL development and debugging 

are too time-consuming and error prone. Catapult C Synthesis empowers designers to use industry 

standard ANSI C++ and SystemC to describe functional intent and move up to a more productive 

abstraction level. From these high-level descriptions, Catapult C Synthesis generates production 

quality RTL. 

Comparably with Synopsys offer, these tools allows for efficiently designing applications for ASIC and 

FPGA, and provides system level tools for virtual prototyping. In addition, system level tools do not 

allow for automatic SW/HW partitioning and, in most of the cases, efficiency result depends on 

designers’ know-how. 

 

5 Tools Vendors Opinions on High Level Design and Synthesis : 

 

It is interesting to summary what ESL tools vendors think on high level system design and 

portability/reusability of designs.  After more than 10 years from the introduction of "System C"  high 

level design is still far from being the main trend in system design. According to Thomas Bollaert 

(Mentor) less than 7% of designers use System C for "High level Synthesis" and less of 7% use it for 

algorithm design. The major usage is shared between System Modeling (30%), Virtual Platform 

(23%), Reference model for functional verification (16%) and test bench development (14%). This 

also corresponds to the evaluation made by Gary Smith based on the market share of language based 

tools that shows as System C synthesis tools are declining as well as Bluespec, Simulink while C/C++ 

direct synthesis is growing in terms of a (declining overall size in 2010) market shares (i.e. CatapultC 

and Synphony). However, high level synthesis seems to remain confined to ASIC design flows and the 

two tools taking almost all the market shares, for their costs are still not accessible for most of the 

system designer programming heterogeneous systems. 

Therefore there is still a lack of a unified approach to algorithm development and high level HW and 

SW synthesis (i.e. co-design and multicore programming) that none of the languages and tools of the 

market are capable of satisfying.  
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The CAL - ACTOR approach has certainly a potential in covering these design needs but need to 

improve the performance and functionality as listed below: 

 - SW efficiency: 

Even if many improvements were done during the ACTOR project, synthesis tool is still producing 

code which is not as fast as hand coded one. On the various applications developed in CAL language 

and compared to hand coded one in C/C++ and assembly, there was still an average factor of two in 

terms of speed on single core targets. Nevertheless, CAL applications are really scalable and can be 

easily mapped on multicore platforms, making possible to achieve better performances when the 

implemented application presents sufficient parallelism. 

- Libraries: 

Today’s ESL tools vendors are proposing advanced tools with domain specific (C/C++, Assembly, HDL, 

Java…) libraries. Their customers also own a huge number of proprietary libraries designed and 

validated on many project. Conversely, few CAL libraries are available today, and it will take time in 

order to implement libraries offering comparable characteristics. So, mechanisms should be found in 

order to temporarily wrap legacy code into CAL applications. Even if such approach is limiting the 

portability capability of CAL applications, this can be a mean for engineer acceptation of this 

innovative methodology. 

- Co-design is only at proof of concept stage: 

Since more than ten years, many companies promised to provide efficient tools allowing for 

designing applications targeted on multicore heterogeneous platforms, but nowadays there is still no 

solution. Conversely, during the ACTORS project, co-design capability was demonstrated but remains 

in the state of proof of concept while efficient partitioning on heterogeneous platforms requires the 

development of advanced tools taking into account sophisticated characteristics and architectures of 

today’s and futures components and communications channels. 

- Integrated tools support (editing, debugging, profiling): 

Several tools were developed during the ACTORS project but there are still missing some of them 

such as: editing tool for hardware specification, debugging tool at CAL-level (today there is no tool 

available). Moreover, some of the tools must be improved in terms of “user friendliness” and of 

stability. 
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6 Conclusions 

 

Considering the current trends of ESL tools and including the emerging tools supporting parallel SW 

supports it is clear that they can well cover the needs of more or less standard and monolithic design 

flow such as the ones employed for ASICS design. It is unlikely, or better we do not see emerging 

techniques or languages capable of implementing heterogeneous system designs that can support 

portability of designs as well as co-design and multicore programming. Therefore the ACTORS CAL 

approach has a real exploitation potential for covering the variety of needs of heterogeneous 

concurrent systems if it will be capable of: 

1. being supported by flexible tools (i.e. tools that can be easily customized to the different 

platforms)  

2.  filling the efficiency gap between synthesized code and handwritten code (gap that is likely 

to be quickly filled considering the extremely small amount of resources spent so far on it 

compared to the one of imperative code approaches)  

3. providing an integrated development environment that provide functionality that 

programmers and designers are used to employ (i.e. debugging, profiling) 

4. supporting a reasonable procedure for inclusion of legacy code. 

So the proof of concepts developed in ACTORS have been essentially very successful showing that 

the desired functionalities are indeed provided by dataflow programming, but appropriate tools 

needs further development steps for a wider and commercial usability by system programmers and 

designers. 

  

 


